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A Josephson junction array with geometrical irregularities in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field
can be described by a two-dimensionalXY model with random phase shift. If the magnitude of the field
corresponds to the integer number of flux quanta per plaquette~on the average!, the problem can be discussed
in terms of a two-dimensional Coulomb gas interacting with a random potential, the correlations of which
diverge logarithmically. In the present work we study the renormalization of the vortex interaction and random
potential distribution in such a system and show that its phase diagram cannot include a low-temperature
reentrant transition into a disordered phase. Our conclusions are in agreement with the results of both real and
computer experiments and can be of relevance for a number of other systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

A two-dimensional superconducting array in perpendicu-
lar magnetic field can be described by the Hamiltonian of the
form:

H5(
j j 8

U~w j2w j 82Aj j 8!, ~1!

wherew j is the order parameter phase on thej th supercon-
ducting island and the summation is performed over all the
weak links which connect these islands. The phase shift on
each linkAj j 8 is determined by the vector potential of the
magnetic field and in the typical experimental situation can
be ascribed entirely to the external field.1

In the case of the Josephson junction array the interaction
functionU(u) has a very simple form:

U~u!52J cosu, ~2!

which is also typical for theXY models describing planar
magnets. In the network of thin superconducting wires the
form of the interaction function coincides2 with the Villain’s
functionUV(u) which can be defined by the relation

expF2
1

T
UV~u!G5 (

m52`

`

expF2
J

2T
~u22pm!2G , ~3!

and was originally introduced to simplify the analytical treat-
ment of the models with continuous degeneracy.3 This func-
tion is also periodic inu and forT@J its deviation from the
cosine is exponentially small whereas in the opposite limit
T!J the form ofUV(u) is more close to a piecewise con-
tinuation of a parabolic function:

UV~u!'5 const1
J

2
minmPZN

@~u22pm!2# for T!J

const22T expS 2
T

2JD cosu for T@J.

~4!

In a situation when no accidental degeneracies are present
such a difference in the form of the interaction between the
arrays and networks is usually not expected to be of impor-
tance for the general properties of the system.

If the magnetic field is absent all variablesAj j 8 are equal
to zero and Hamiltonian~1! reduces to the Hamiltonian of
the ordinary two-dimensionalXYmodel which demonstrates
a phase transition between a quasiordered low-temperature
phase in which the correlations ofw decay algebraically~and
all the vortices are bound in pairs! and the disordered high-
temperature phase in which the correlations ofw decay ex-
ponentially~and vortex pairs are debound!.4–6

The same is true for the case of finite magnetic field pro-
vided the array is regular@Fig. 1~a!# and the magnitude of the
field corresponds to the integer number of superconducting
flux quanta per plaquette. In that case the redefinition of the
variablesw j allows to get rid of the phase shiftsAj j 8.

But if the array has geometrical irregularities@the random
displacements in the positions of the superconducting islands
or of the junctions, Fig. 1~b!# this is no longer possible and
one has to considerAj j 8 as quenched random variables with
some symmetric distribution which can be characterized by
its width s:

Aj j 850; Aj j 8
2

5s. ~5!

By an overbar we denote the averages over disorder. Devia-
tion of Aj j 8 from zero signifies that the area of one of two
lattice cells which are adjacent to the bond (j j 8) is increased
by some amount whereas the area of another one is de-
creased by the same amount. In the first of Eqs.~5! we still
assume that on the average the magnitude of the magnetic
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field corresponds to the integer number of flux quanta per
plaquette otherwise it would be impossible to make the av-
erage value ofAj j 8 on each link equal to zero.

In terms of statistical mechanics the resulting model can
be referred to as a two-dimensionalXY model with random
phase shift. Such a model~with a cosine form of the inter-
action! was introduced by Rubinsteinet al.7 for the descrip-
tion of a random planar magnet in which the interaction of
magnetic impurities is mediated by nonmagnetic impurities
~random Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction! and only later it
has been suggested that the same model can be applied for
the description of the Josephson junction arrays with posi-
tional disorder in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic
field.8 An analogous model can be also applied for the de-
scription of the unbinding of dislocation pairs in a two-
dimensional crystal with quenched impurities.9

The main conclusions of Ref. 7 were that for large disor-
der the ordered phase is always destroyed whereas for small
disorder it should exist but with a decrease in temperature
the reentrant transition to the disordered phase should always
take place. Only the first of these conclusions has been con-
firmed ~both in the experiments on Josephson junction
arrays10 and in numerical simulations10–12! whereas the reen-
trant transition to the disordered phase has never been ob-
served.

Later it was shown13 that the addition of the higher-order
corrections to the consideration of Rubinsteinet al.7 leads to
the appearence of a new divergence in each new order of the
expansion and to the further suppression of the domain of
stability of the ordered phase until it completely dissapears.
It has been suggested in Ref. 13 that this can mean either that
the ordered phase is always destroyed by the disorder~the
results of the observations10–12 in that case should be as-
cribed to finite-size effects! or that the correct description of
the system should be based on some other approach. On the

other hand, Ozeki and Nishimori14 have proved with the help
of the formal gauge transformation that if the ordered phase
of theXYmodel with random phase shift does exist then the
phase diagram cannot include a reentrant transition into the
disordered phase. Unfortunately this approach also does not
allow to make any conclusions about the existence of the
ordered phase.

Recently a number of arguments in favor of the existence
of the ordered phase have been put forward by Nattermann
et al.15 which also support the absence of reentrant transi-
tion. The most transparent of them is based on comparison of
the proper~elastic! energy of the vortex with the maximal
energy gain it can acquire due to presence of disorder. The
other approaches include the derivation of two different sets
of the renormalization-group equations and the application of
the Migdal-Kadanoff renormalization procedure. Some of
these ideas~with the analogous conclusions! have been si-
multaneously introduced in the context of two-dimensional
melting in the presence of a random potential by Cha and
Fertig.16

The present work is devoted to a much more detailed
presentation of one of the approaches which has been sche-
matically sketched in Ref. 15 and is based on the systematic
calculation of corrections to different quantities due to the
presence of bound vortex pairs. In Sec. II we describe how
theXYmodel with a random phase shift can be reformulated
in terms of the Coulomb gas with a random potential. In Sec.
III the approaches of the earlier works are presented in some
detail in order to explain the problems with the fugacity ex-
pansion. In Sec. IV the general expression for the renormal-
ized interaction of the vortices is derived. In Sec. V we in-
troduce our main approximation which is equivalent to
considering the leading correction in the concentration of
bound vortex pairs. We first use this approximation to find
the form of the correction to the vortex interaction. In Sec.
VI the average over disorder of this correction is calculated
which allows us to determine the region of stability of the
ordered phase. In Sec. VII we show that the correction to the
distribution of a random potential can be completely ab-
sorbed into the renormalization of the vortex interaction, the
disorder strength remaining unrenormalized. The conse-
quences of these conclusions for the shape of the phase dia-
gram and the relation of our results with the other works are
discussed in Sec. VIII.

II. THE COULOMB GAS REPRESENTATION

The statistical mechanics of two-dimensional systems
with continuous degeneracy usually becomes more transpar-
ent when discussed in terms of vortices. The formal transfor-
mation from the partition function of anXY model to the
partition function of a vortex gas~or a Coulomb gas, as it is
usually called, since the interaction of vortices in two dimen-
sions is logarithmic! in the case of the Villain’s interaction
function ~3! can be performed without making any
approximations.3,17

In that case the partition function of theXY model with
random phase shift acquires the form

FIG. 1. A Josephson junction array consists of superconducting
islands each of which is coupled to the neighboring islands by Jo-
sephson junctions.~a! Regular square array.~b! Square array with
random displacements of the junctions.
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J
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~w j2w j 82Aj j 822pmj j 8!
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in which the integration with respect to the continuous vari-
ablesw j is Gaussian and therefore can be performed exactly.
That allows to reduce Eq.~6! to a partition function of a
Coulomb gas, the Hamiltonian of which can be written as

HCG5
1

2 (
r ,r8

srG0~r2r 8!sr81(
r
V~r !sr , ~7!

where the integer variablessr ~describing the topological
charges of the vortices! are defined on the sitesr of a dual
lattice. In terms of the integer variablesmj j 8[2mj 8 j which
are defined on the lattice bonds the chargessr are given by
the relation

sr5(
hr

mj j 8, ~8!

wherehr in the summation sign indicates that the summa-
tion has to be performed over the perimeter of the plaquette
which surrounds pointr .

The first term in Eq.~7! describes the mutual interaction
of the charges whereas the second term describes their inter-
action with the random potentialV(r ). When writing Eq.~7!
we have omitted a term which depends only on the random
potential and does not depend on charge configuration be-
cause after averaging over disorder it drops out from all the
relevant quantities.

The functionG0(r ) describing the interaction between the
charges is proportional to the Green’s function of the dual
lattice and in two dimensions is logarithmically divergent.
The Fourier transform ofG0(r ) is given by

G0~q!5
~2p!2J

k2~q!
, ~9!

wherek2(q) is the Fourier transform of the Laplacian on a
dual lattice~with the minus sign added!. In the following we
discuss only the case of a square lattice for which the dual
lattice is also square and

k2~q!5422 cosqx22 cosqy . ~10!

The form of Eq.~9! implies that the energy of a single vortex
is logarithmically divergent. In contrast to that the energy
g(r ) of a neutral vortex pair is finite and for the large sepa-
ration between the vortices depends logarithmically on the
separation:

g~r ![G0~r50!2G0~r !'2pJ lnur u. ~11!

Equation~11! describes the energy of a pair formed by the
charges11 and21 whereas the energy of a neutral pair
formed by the charges1s and2s is equal tos2g(r ). In Eqs.
~10! and ~11! and further on we assume that the lattice con-
stant is equal to one.

The random potentialV(r ) is linearly related with the
original random variablesAj j 8:

V~r !5
1

2p (
r8

G0~r2r 8!(
hr8

Aj j 8, ~12!

and therefore if the distribution ofAj j is Gaussian then the
distribution of$V(r )% is also Gaussian@by $V(r )% we denote
the whole set of the variablesV(r )#. The form of Eq.~12!
allows to conclude that in terms of the Coulomb gas charges
each of the random variablesAj j 8 corresponds to a quenched
dipole. However it will be more convenient to discuss the
influence of these random dipoles in terms of the random
potentialV(r ) which they produce.

In the following we assume that the random variables
Aj j 8 are independent from each other and obey the Gaussian
statistics. Physically the mutual independence ofAj j 8 corre-
sponds to the situation when the positions of the junctions
~and not of lattice sites! experience random displacements
@Fig. 1~b!#. If the parameters of the distribution are given by
Eqs. ~5!, the Fourier transform of the correlation function
describing the fluctuations of the random potential

D0~q!5(
r
exp@2 iq~r2r 8!#V~r !V~r 8! ~13!

acquires a form

D0~q!5@G0~q!#2
s

~2p!2
k2~q![

~2p!2J2s

k2~q…
, ~14!

whereas the general form of the distribution of random po-
tential is given by the expression

P@$V~r !%#5B expH 2
1

8p2J2s (
~rr 8!

@V~r !2V~r 8!#2J ,
~15!

where the summation is performed over the pairs of nearest
neighbors on a dual lattice andB is the normalization con-
stant.

The form of Eqs.~14! and ~15! implies that the fluctua-

tions of the random potentialV2(r ) at any pointr are loga-
rithmically divergent whereas for the difference of the poten-
tials at two different pointsr1 and r2

V125V~r1!2V~r2!, ~16!

the corresponding average

d~r12![@V~r1!2V~r2!#
252@D0~r50!2D0~r12!# ~17!

is finite but increases logarithmically with the separation
r12[r12r2 between these two points:

d~r12!'4pJ2s lnur12u. ~18!

In the situation when the positions of the lattice sites rather
than of the junctions are subject to random displacements,8

the correlations of the random potential also diverge logarith-
mically, so there is no qualitative difference between the two
cases.

The expression in the right hand side of Eq.~16! can be
also interpreted as a random contribution to the energy of a
neutral vortex pair~with the charge11 at pointr1 and the
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charge21 at pointr2). For the sake of further reference we
reproduce here the explicit expression for the probability dis-
tribution of this quantity:

P~r ,V!5E dl

2p
expF2

d~r !

2
l21 ilVG

5@2pd~r !#21/2 expF2
V2

2d~r !G , ~19!

which depends only on separationr between the vortices.

III. THE FAILURE OF THE FUGACITY EXPANSION

An expansion parameter can be formally introduced into
the system by adding to Eq.~7! the term describing the core
energy of the vortices:

DH5Ec (
r
sr
2 . ~20!

After that all the relevant quantities can be expressed in
terms of the expansions in powers of the vortex fugacity

Y5expS 2
Ec

T D , ~21!

which for Ec50 is equal to one. Due to logarithmic diver-
gence ofG0(R) only the neutral configurations of charges
can give the contribution to the partition function and there-
fore all the expansions inY can contain only the even order
terms.

The renormalization-group analysis6 of a phase transition
in a two-dimensional Coulomb gas without disorder is based
on the consideration of the lowest-order correction to the
coupling constantJ which according to Eq.~11! determines
the long-distance asymptotics of a vortex-vortex interaction.
This correction is of the second order in fugacity and in the
continuous approximation can be rewritten~in our notation!
as

DJ52p2J2E d2R R2W~R!, ~22!

where the weight factorW(R) depends algebraically onR:

W~R!5
2Y2

T
expF2

g~R!

T G}R2K ~23!

andK52pJ/T. This correction is convergent forK.4 @that
is for T,(p/2)J# and diverges forK<4. The appearance of
the same divergence in the next orders of the fugacity expan-
sion leads to the shift of the transition temperature to the
lower values but since no new divergencies appear the cor-
rect critical behavior can be extracted from Eq.~22! by in-
troducing a scale-dependent coupling constantJ(R).

In the presence of a random potential the expression for
the lowest-order correction to the coupling constant retains
its form ~22!, whereas in the expression for the weight factor
W(R) the random contribution of the form~16! should be
added to the energy of the vortex pair,7

W~R!5
2Y2

T
expF2

g~R!1V

T G . ~24!

Since the distribution ofV is Gaussian the averaging of Eq.
~24! over disorder can be performed exactly and gives

W~R!5
2Y2

T
expF2

g~R!

T
1
d~R!

2T2 G}R2K1, ~25!

where

K15
2pJ

T
2
2pJ2s

T2
. ~26!

Substitution of Eqs.~25! and~26! into Eq.~22! shows that
in the presence of disorder the expression for the lowest-
order correction to the coupling constant is convergent only
for

s,s* ; T2~J,s!,T,T1~J,s!, ~27!

where

s*5
p

8
; T6~J,s!52Js* S 16A12

s

s*
D . ~28!

For finite fugacities the renormalization effects shift the val-
ues of the transition temperatures with respect to those given
by Eqs.~28! but do not change the main conclusion of Ref. 7
— that for arbitrary small disorder the decrease in tempera-
ture should lead to a reentrant transition into the disordered
phase — the same phase with debound vortex pairs as can be
found at high temperatures.

In Ref. 13 the higher-order corrections to the coupling
constant were considered. It turned out that in the presence
of disorder the new divergence appears in each order of the
fugacity expansion. Namely starting from the term of the
order 2N a contribution appears which in terms of Eq.~22!
corresponds to an averaged weight factor

W2N~R!}R2KN ~29!

with

KN5
2pJ

T
N2

2pJ2s

T2
N2. ~30!

Note that the lowest-order exponentK1 can be obtained from
Eq. ~30! by takingN51.

Since the second term in Eq.~30! is negative and grows
with N faster than the first term we have to conclude that for
any point on the phase diagram~that is for any values of
temperature and disorder! the high enough orders of the
fugacity expansion contain the divergent contributions.

This can mean that the ordered phase~in which all the
vortices are supposed to be bound in pairs! is always
destroyed.13 The other possibility is that the regular character
of these divergencies shows only that the expansion in pow-
ers of fugacity is not the best possible expansion one can
choose. In any case since the expression for the fugacity~21!
has a singularity atT50 the expansion in fugacity cannot
necessarily be expected to be valid down to zero tempera-
ture. In the following, instead of constructing some formal
expansion, we make an attempt to explicitly use the weak-
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ness of interaction between different vortex pairs. Formally
this corresponds to considering a lowest-order contribution
in vortex pair concentration.

IV. GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE RENORMALIZED
INTERACTION FUNCTION

The renormalized interaction functionG(R1 ,R2) can be
defined as a response of the system to the introduction of two
infinitely small test chargese1 ande2 at pointsR1 andR2,
respectively. That means that we have to add to the Hamil-
tonian~7! of the Coulomb gas the proper energy of these test
charges:

H test5
1
2 G0~R50!~e1

21e2
2!1G0~R12R2!e1e21V~R1!e1

1V~R2!e2 ~31!

and the energy of their interaction with all the other charges

H int5(
r
sr @G0~r2R1!e11G0~r2R2!e2#. ~32!

The renormalized interaction functionG(R1 ,R2) can then
be found as the second derivative of the total free energy of
the system:

F̃52T lnZ̃; Z̃5(
$s%

expS 2
HCG1H int1H test

T D ~33!

with respect to the values of the test charges:

G~R1 ,R2!5
]2F̃

]e1]e2
U
e15e250

. ~34!

Substitution of Eqs.~7! and~31!–~33! into Eq.~34! shows
thatG(R1 ,R2) can be reduced to the form

G~R1 ,R2!5G0~R1 ,R2!2 (
r1 ,r2

G0~R12r1!S~r1 ,r2!

3G0~r22R2!, ~35!

where the self-energy partS(r1 ,r2) is proportional to the
irreducible correlation function of the charges in the original
Coulomb gas~without test charges!7

S~r1 ,r2!5
1

T
~^sr1sr2&2^sr1&^sr2&!, ~36!

but also can be rewritten as the second derivative of the
Coulomb gas free energy with respect to the potential

S~r1 ,r2!52
]2F

]V~r1!]V~r2!
. ~37!

By angular brackets we denote the thermodynamic averages.
Analogously the thermodynamic average of a charge at a

given siter is given by the first derivative of the free energy:

^sr&5
]F

]V~r !
. ~38!

Note that Eqs.~37! and ~38! were derived without making
any approximation or averaging over disorder.

V. APPROXIMATION OF DILUTED PAIRS

The analysis of the phase diagram of a two-dimensional
Coulomb gas is usually based on the assumption that in some
domain of parameters there exists an ordered phase in which
the logarithmically interacting charges are present only in the
form of bound neutral pairs. And after making such assump-
tion one has to check if the correction to the interaction of
the charges due to presence of these bound pairs is important
or not. In the lowest-order approximation in the pair concen-
tration the contributions to this correction from different
pairs are independent from each other. Therefore when cal-
culating this correction the interaction betweeen the charges
belonging to different pairs can be neglected.

In that case the partition function of the Coulomb gas can
be rewritten in the form

Z5 )
~r ,r8!

~11wrr 81wr8r !, ~39!

where

wrr 85expF2
g~r2r 8!1V~r !2V~r 8!

T G ~40!

and the product is assumed to be taken over all pairs of
different sites on a dual lattice. The form of Eq.~39! implies
that for each pair of sites (r ,r 8) three possibilities are con-
sidered:~i! the absence of any vortex pair~with the weight
factor 1!, ~ii ! the presence of the vortex with the topological
charge11 at pointr , and21 at pointr 8 ~with the weight
factor wrr 8), and ~iii ! the presence of the vortex with the
charge11 at pointr 8, and21 at pointr ~with the weight
factor wr8r). We exclude from the consideration the pairs
formed by the charges6s ~with s.1! since their energy is
much larger than that of a pairs formed by the charges61.

The partition function~39! takes into account in the cor-
rect form the interaction of all the vortices with the random
potential and the mutual interaction of the vortices belonging
to the same pair, and the only contribution which is neglected
is the interaction between the vortices belonging to different
pairs.

When the partition function can be decomposed into the
product of independent terms the free energy can be ex-
pressed as a sum of the independent terms:

F52T (
~r ,r8!

ln~11wrr 81wr8r !. ~41!

Comparison with Eq.~37! shows that for any pair of differ-
ent sitesr1Þr2 only the one term from Eq.~41! depends
both onV(r1) and V(r2) and therefore contributes to the
expression for the self-energy part:

S~r1 ,r2!52
1

T

wr1r2
1wr2r1

14wr1r2
wr2r1

~11wr1r2
1wr2r1

!2
, ~42!

whereasS(r1 ,r1) can be found from the relation

(
r2

S~r1 ,r2!50. ~43!
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Substitution of Eq.~41! into Eq. ~38! shows that in the
same approximation the average charge on siter is given by
the expression

^sr&5(
r

~prr 82pr8r !; prr 85
wrr 8

11wrr 81wr8r
, ~44!

which has a very transparent meaning sinceprr 8 andpr8r can
be interpreted as the normalized probabilities to find a neu-
tral vortex pair~with a particular orientation! at a given pair
of sitesr andr 8. So it looks not unexpected that the average
charge at pointr is given by the difference between the prob-
ability to have some pair with a positive charge at pointr and
the probability to have a pair with the negative charge at the
same point. In contrast to that Eq.~42!, which in terms of the
normalized probabilities can be rewritten as

S~r1 ,r2!52
1

T
@pr1r21pr2r12~pr1r22pr2r1!

2#, ~45!

reduces to the intuitively expected form

S~r1 ,r2!52
1

T
~pr1r21pr2r1! ~46!

only for pr1r25pr2r1, that is, in the absence of disorder.
Since the distribution of the random potential is transla-

tionally invariant the self-energy functionS(r1 ,r2) after av-
eraging over disorder can depend only onr12r2 . That al-
lows to rewrite Eq.~35! in the Fourier representation as
follows:

G~q!5G0~q!2G0
2~q!S̄~q!, ~47!

where the Fourier transform of the self-energy partS̄(q) in
the aproximation of diluted pairs has the form

S̄2~q!5(
R

~12cosqR!W~R!. ~48!

The disorder-averaged weight factorW(R) in Eq. ~48! is
given by the integral:

W~R!5E
2`

`

dVP~R,V!W~R,V!, ~49!

in which the distribution functionP(R,V) is defined by Eq.
~19!. The form of the potential-dependent weight factor
W(R,V)[2S(r1R,r ) is determined by Eq.~42! and can
be rewritten as

W~R,V!5
]

]V
f ~R,V!, ~50!

where

f ~R,V!5
w~R,2V!2w~R,V!

11w~R,V!1w~R,2V!
, ~51!

whereas

w~R,V!5expF2
g~R!1V

T G ~52!

is just expression~40! rewritten in the simplified notation.
When only the long-distance behavior of the vortex inter-

action is important the correction to the interaction can be
expressed as a correction to a coupling constant J:

DJ52p2J2 (
R

R2W~R!, ~53!

where the same expression~49! for the disorder-averaged
weight factor should be used.

Thus we have found the form of a leading correction to
the coupling constant which is proportional to the concentra-
tion of the vortex pairs. In the limit of a large core energy
this correction dominates over all the higher-order correc-
tions and the position of the phase transition line is given by
the line on which this correction diverges. When the core
energy is finite the important sequence of higher-order cor-
rections can be taken into account by considering the cou-
pling constant as being scale dependent. The renormalization
of the coupling constant then leads to the shift of the phase
transition line to the lower temperatures.

VI. AVERAGING OF THE WEIGHT FACTOR
OVER DISORDER

In order to find theR dependence of the disorder-
averaged weight factorW(R) one has to calculate the inte-
gral in Eq. ~49!. The results of the previous works can be
reproduced by choosing a particular approximation to per-
form this calculation. If the last two terms in the denominator
of Eq. ~51! are completely neglected~on the assumption that
they are always much smaller than one! the integration in Eq.
~49! becomes Gaussian and can be performed exactly repro-
ducing Eq.~25! which corresponds to the results of Rubin-
steinet al.7

If instead of neglecting the corrections to 1 in the denomi-
nator of Eq.~51! one makes an attempt to take them into
account by expanding Eq. ~51! in powers of
@w(R,V)1w(R,2V)#:

f ~R,V!5@w~R,2V!2w~R,V!# (
N51

`

~21!N21

3@w~R,V!1w~R,2V!#N21, ~54!

it becomes possible to perform the integration in Eq.~49!
separately for each term of this series, but substitution of the
results in Eq.~53! then reproduces exactly the same set of
divergencies as was found in Ref. 13. This gives a hope that
our derivation of the lowest-order correction in vortex pair
concentration is equivalent to the effective resummation of
the divergencies which appear in the fugacity expansion.

In the limit of zero temperature the functionf (R,V) de-
fined by Eqs.~51! and ~52! acquires a steplike form

f ~R,V!5u @V2g~R!#2u @2V2g~R!#, ~55!

and the integration in Eq.~49! can be performed exactly
producing the expression
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W~R!5P@R,g~R!#1P@R,2g~R!#

5A 2

pd~R!
expF2

g2~R!

2d~R!G , ~56!

which forR→` is also characterized by an algebraic behav-
ior

W~R!'
1

pJA2s lnR
R2K0; K05

p

2s
. ~57!

For T.0 only the asymptotic behavior ofW(R) for
R→` @when bothg(R) andd(R) are logarithmically large#
can be found analytically. It turns out that it is always alge-
braic but the exponent and the prefactor are given by differ-
ent expressions depending on whether the temperatureT is
larger or smaller thanT

*
(J,s)[2Js. For T.T* (J,s) the

result ~25! of Ref. 7 is reproduced, whereas for
T,T* (J,s) the result of the averaging differs from the
zero-temperature result~57! only by the appearance of the
temperature-dependent prefactor

W~R!'
pT/T*

sin~pT/T* !

1

pJA2s lnR
R2K0, ~58!

whereas the value of the exponentK0 remains independent
of temperature.

For T5T* (J,s) the values of the exponentsK0 andK1
coincide with each other and therefore the crossover between
two regimes is rather smooth. ForT→T*20 and fixed
R@1 Eq. ~58! gives the correct value of the preexponential
factor until it remains much smaller than the preexponential
factor 2/T of the other regime. That means that the width
DT of a temperature region in which the crossover between
the two expressions for the preexponential factor takes place
decays with increase inR as

DT

T*
}A s

lnR
. ~59!

Substitution of the results of this section into Eq.~53!
shows that forT.T* (J,s) the lowest-order correction to
the coupling constant becomes divergent on the same line
T5T1(J,s) ~the lineCD in Fig. 2! as was found by Rubin-

steinet al.,7 whereas at low temperatures@T,T* (J,s)# the
domain of convergence is increased and is restricted by the
line s5s*5p/8 ~the lineAC in Fig. 2! which is parallel to
the temperature axis. The more attentive consideration shows
thatW(R) always decreases with a decrease in temperature
and therefore there are no reasons to expect a reentrant tran-
sition.

The calculation presented in Ref. 15 in terms of the po-
larizability of vortex pairs is equivalent to substitution of Eq.
~45! by a more simple but less justified Eq.~46!. However
this substitution changes only the prefactor in Eq.~58!
whereas the exponentsK0 andK1 ~and therefore the domain
where the correction to the coupling constant is convergent!
turn out to be the same as given by a more rigorous calcula-
tion presented here.

VII. RENORMALIZATION OF THE RANDOM
POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

In the Coulomb gas representation the considered prob-
lem is characterized by the presence of two logarithmically
divergent quantities — the vortex interactionG0(R) and a
random potential correlation functionD0(R). The ap-
pearence of the bound vortex pairs~due to thermal fluctua-
tions and/or disorder! can lead to the renormalization of both
of them and now we have to consider how the distribution of
the random potential is renormalized.

Analogously to the definition of the renormalized interac-
tion function introduced in Sec. IV the renormalized poten-
tial VR(r ) can be defined as a response of the system to the
introduction of one infinitely small test chargee at point r :

VR~r !5
]F̃

]e
U
e50

5V~r !1v~r !;

v~r ![(
r8

G~r2r 8!^sr8&. ~60!

Since in the absence of disorder@for V(r )5 const# the aver-
age charge on each site is equal to zero, the random potential
cannot appear spontaneously and can only be renormalized if
it is already present.

The result of the substitution of Eq.~60! into the expres-
sion for the Fourier transform of the correlation function

D~q!5(
r1

exp@2 iq~r12r2!#VR~r1!VR~r2!, ~61!

can be naturally decomposed into three terms

D~q!5D0~q!1D1~q!1D2~q!, ~62!

the first of which@given by Eq.~14!# is trivial and describes
the correlations of the bare random potential.

The second term describing the correlations between the
bare potentialV(r ) and the induced potentialv(r ) can be
rewritten in the form

FIG. 2. Renormalization effects shift the curved part of the
phase transition line to the lower temperatures. According to the
results of Ozeki and Nishimori~Ref. 14! for T/J,s the phase
transition line should remain parallel to the temperature axis.
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D1~q!52G0~q!(
r1

cosq~r12r2!V~r1!^sr2&, ~63!

whereV(r1)^sr2& is given by the integral

V~r1!^sr2&5)
R

F E
2`

`

dV~R!GP@$V%#V~r1!
]

]V~r2!
F ~64!

andP@$V%# is the distribution function of the bare random
potential defined by Eq.~15!.

Differentiation of Eq.~15! with respect toV(r3) produces
a relation

]

]V~r3!
P@$V%#52P@$V%#(

r4
D0

21~r32r4!V~r4!,

~65!

which after multiplying it byD0(r12r3) and summing over
r3 can be rewritten as

P@$V%#V~r1!52(
r3

D0~r12r3!
]P@$V%#

]V~r3!
. ~66!

Substitution of Eq.~66! into Eq. ~64! and application of the
integration by parts with respect to the variableV(r3) allows
to rewrite Eq.~64! as

V~r1!^sr2&52(
r3

D0~r12r3!S̄~r3 ,r2!, ~67!

whereS̄(r3 ,r2) stands for exactly the same expression~37!
for the self-energy function as was derived in Sec. IV. Since
S̄(r3 ,r2) can depend only onr32r2 the result of the substi-
tution of Eq.~67! into Eq. ~63! can be rewritten as

D1~q!522G0~q!D0~q!S̄~q!. ~68!

Note that Eqs.~67! and ~68! were derived without making
any approximations.

The last term in Eq.~62! describing the correlations of the
induced potentialv(r ) in different points can be rewritten as

D2~q!5G0
2~q!(

r1
exp@2 iq~r12r2!#^sr1&^sr2& ~69!

and to calculate the reducible part of the charge-charge cor-
relation function which enters Eq.~69!, we have to resort to
the same approximation of diluted pairs.

With the help of Eq.~44! the expression for̂sr1&^sr2& can
be rewritten as

^sr1&^sr2&5 (
r3 ,r4

E
2`

`

dV13E
2`

`

dV24 P~V13,V24!

3 f ~r12r3 ,V13! f ~r22r4 ,V24!, ~70!

where f (r ,V) is given by Eq.~51! and P(V13,V24) is the
distribution function describing the joint distribution of two
random quantities:

V135V~r1!2V~r3!, ~71!

and

V245V~r2!2V~r4!, ~72!

which can be interpreted as the random contributions to the
energies of two different vortex pairs. This distribution func-
tion can be obtained from the general distribution function
~15! by imposing the constraints~71! and~72! with the help
of integration over two Lagrange multipliersl13 andl24 and
integrating out all the variablesV(r ). This gives

P~V13,V24!5E
2`

` dl13

2p E
2`

` dl24

2p
expS 2

d13
2

l13
2 2dintl13l24

2
d24
2

l24
2 1 il13V131 il24V24D , ~73!

where

d1352D0~r50!22D0~r12r3!, ~74!

d2452D0~r50!22D0~r22r4!, ~75!

dint5D0~r12r2!2D0~r22r3!2D0~r12r4!1D0~r32r4!.
~76!

Since for the large separationR between the two pairs of
sites (r1 ,r3) and (r2 ,r4) ~that is for ur12r3u,ur22r4u
!ur12r2u;R) the quantitydint defined by Eq.~76! decays
as 1/R2, Eq. ~73!, can be expanded in powers of the term
2dintl13l24 which couplesl13 andl24. In each term of the
resulting series the integrations with respect tol13 andl24
can be then performed independently from each other which
gives

P~V13,V24!5P~V13!P~V24!F11
dint

d13d24

1
1

2 S dint
d13d24

V13V24D 2~d132V13
2 !~d242V24

2 !

1••• G , ~77!

whereP(Vab)[P(ra2rb ,Vab) are the distribution functions
of the form~19! which were introduced when discussing the
properties of a single pair.

When Eq.~77! is substituted in Eq.~70! the contribution
from the first term of Eq.~77! proves to be zero@just because
f (R,V) is odd inV#, whereas the Fourier transform of the
contribution from the second term has a form

^s&^s&~q![(
r1

exp@2 iq~r12r2!#^sr1&^sr2&

5D0~q!@S̄2~q!#2, ~78!

whereS̄2(q) is given by expression~48! which describes the
self-energy function in the approximation of diluted pairs.
Since dint}1/R

2 the higher-order terms in Eq.~77! decay
with R more quickly than the second term and therefore
cannot be expected to be of importance for the renormaliza-
tion of the divergent part of the random potential correlation
function.
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Although the distribution of a random potential is renor-
malized all the corrections which we have found insofar can
be absorbed into the renormalization of the vortex interaction
whereas the parametersR which describes the effective
strength of disorder and in general situation by the analogy
with Eq. ~14! can be defined with the help of the relation:

sR5 lim
q→0

D~q!

G2~q!@k2~q!/~2p!2#
~79!

remains unrenormalized. With the help of Eqs.~14!, ~62!,
~68!, and~69!, Eq. ~79! can be transformed to the form

sR5sH 11 lim
q→0

G0
4~q!

G2~q! F2S̄2~q!1
1

D0~q!
^s&^s&~q!G J

~80!

which demonstrates that the first order correction tos is
always absent@the origin of this property can be traced back
to the relation~68! which does not rely on any approxima-
tion#. Moreover, in the lowest order in vortex pair concen-
tration ^s&^s&(q) is given by Eq.~78! whereasS̄~q!'S̄2~q!.
Therefore the only two terms in Eq.~80! which are of the
second order in vortex pair concentration cancel out and any
nonvanishing contribution can appear only in the third order.

The absence of the renormalization ofs in the lowest
order in vortex fugacity has been demonstrated by Rubin-
steinet al.7 Our derivation shows that this property still per-
sists on a more general level of consideration. And when
some quantity remains unrenormalized in two orders of some
expansion it is very probable that it is not renormalized at all.

VIII. PHASE DIAGRAM

Thus we have shown that the disorder strengths is not
renormalized at least in the two lowest orders of the expan-
sion in vortex pair concentration, whereas the correction to
the coupling constantJ remains convergent for

s,s* ; T,T1~J,s! ~81!

that is below the lineABCD in Fig. 2. That describes the
domain of stability of the ordered phase in the limit of infi-
nite core energy (Ec→`). For finite or zero core energy the
renormalization effects will be important and the domain of
the ordered phase will shrink. But since onlyJ is renormal-
ized ands remains fixed the position of the low-temperature
part of the phase-transition line (s5s* ) will not be changed
whereas the other part of the phase-transition line (CD) will
be shifted to lower temperatures (BE).

The main conclusion of this work is that in the situation
when theXY model with a random phase shift can be de-
scribed in terms of a Coulomb gas with a random potential
the reentrant transition to the disordered phase cannot take
place, since the correctly calculated average of the correction
to vortex-vortex interaction always decreases with the de-
crease in temperature and therefore cannot become more im-
portant. This conclusion is in agreement with the results of
experiments on Josephson junction arrays10 and of numerical
simulations10–12as well as with Ozeki-Nishimori theorem.14

The more subtle point is the shape of the phase-transition
line. Ozeki and Nishimori have proved14 that at low tempera-

tures it should contain a straight segment parallel to the tem-
perature axis@sc(T)5 const#. Note however that the deriva-
tion presented in Ref. 14 works only if the interaction in the
XY-type Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!# and the distribution of the
random potential have the same functional dependence, oth-
erwise the gauge transformation used in Ref. 14 cannot be
applied. The analysis of our work assumes that the interac-
tion function is of the Villain’s form~3!, whereas the distri-
bution of the random phase shift is Gaussian. This particular
case belongs to the class of systems for which the analysis of
Ref. 14 is applicable. That is why in Fig. 2 we have shown
that the singular pointC is shifted by the renormalization
effects to the positionB where the lines5s* crosses the
Nishimori lineT5Js.

Unfortunately both real10 and computer10–12 experiments
were not accurate enough to allow any conclusions about the
existence of such a remarkable feature as a partition of the
phase-transition line into two segments~one of which is per-
fectly straight!. Moreover in all these works the situation
with random displacements of the lattice sites was consid-
ered which corresponds to the existence of short-range cor-
relations between the random variablesAj j 8 and does not
allow for the application of the gauge transformation consid-
ered in Ref. 14.

Thus only the further more attentive simulations can give
the answer if the structure of the phase-transition line is sen-
sitive to such details as the exact form of the interaction in
theXY-type Hamiltonian~1! or the presence of short-range
correlations between quenched variables. Our scenario can
be compatible with the absence of a straight segment on the
phase-transition line if the singular pointC is shifted to the
left until it coincides with pointA. But even in that case the
critical value of disorder at zero temperature should remain
the same.

When the phase-transition line consists of two segments,
one of which is straight and the other is curved, the point
which separates them should be a singular point. The critical
behavior on these two segments cannot be the same. In Ref.
15 the two different sets of renormalization-group equations
were discussed which should be valid forT,T* and
T.T* if the next orders of the expansion in vortex pair
concentration do not produce any new divergencies. But the
most crucial word in the previous statement isif. To achieve
a better understanding of the problem it will be necessary to
check if the systematic application of the expansion in vortex
pairs concentration really is equivalent to a complete sum-
mation of all the divergencies which appear in the fugacity
expansion13 or maybe some traces of them still survive in the
higher orders. The other important direction of further inves-
tigation may consist in looking for a way to reproduce the
same results in the framework of replica representation. Note
that the fugacity expansion can be constructed both in replica
representation and by averaging the perturbation expansion
in powers of a random potential.7,13
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